
Welcome to Sydney!



Sunny, seductive Sydney is a high contender for the title of the world's 
most ideal city. A city of breathtaking beauty this sprawling metropolis 

offers everything to everyone. The Sydney Opera House and the Harbour 
Bridge make the harbour one of the most impressive city vistas anywhere, 

easily comparable to San Francisco or the Manhattan skyline for sheer 
wow-factor.  



SIGHTS 
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Sydney is Australia's oldest city, the economic powerhouse of the 
nation. It's blessed with sun-drenched natural attractions, dizzy 
skyscrapers, delicious and daring restaurants, superb shopping and 
friendly folk.

The Sydney Opera House is the busiest 
performing arts centre in the world. It’s a a 
complex of theatres and halls all linked together 
beneath its famous shells
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The Sydney Harbour 
Bridge is one of 
Sydney's most 
famous landmarks. 
which is known 
locally as the "Coat 
Hanger", took eight 
years to build, 
including the railroad 
line

HARBOUR 
BRIDGE



Sydney Opera House

Sydney Opera House is an extraordinary structure and one of the world's 
premier performing-arts facilities. Its organic shape and lack of surface 
decoration give the Opera House a timeless beauty. It is recognized globally 
as a modern wonder.



Harbour Bridge

 It is 1,149 metres long, weighs 52,800 tonnes, has 6 million rivets and needed 
272,000 litres of paint for its initial coat. Today visitors to Sydney have 
the chance to climb the Bridge on safe, supervised guided tours to marvel 
at this engineering wonder and its stunning views over Sydney Harbour. 



The highest point above Sydney. Take a 
breathtaking 360-degree view of the beautiful 

harbour city. Enjoy –Oz Trek, an amazing 
virtual adventure ride across Australia with 
3D holograms, 180-degree cinema screens, 

surround sound & heart-stopping 
real-motion seating.

Sydney Tower 



SYDNEY AQUARIUM

SYDNEY AQUARIUM is a 
must-see, and one of the best 
things to do in Sydney. Walk 
under water and explore 
Australia's rich and diverse 
aquatic life and habitats. 



  
  Olympic Games 
  in Sydney



Sydney



Thank you for your attention!


